
artisan wood floorist 
signature plank and parquet



The Black Forest
The most famous of forest regions; a vast 
wooded mountain range rising to 1,500 mts 
and covering over nearly 10,000 sqkm in 
south western Germany. Home to the great 
oaks and fir of the Rainleaf signature plank.

For centuries logs have been rafted down 
the great river systems for use in shipping 
and construction. Famed for their vast size 
and dimension, these logs were used by  
the Dutch for ship building and for piles  
to the wetlands of the Netherlands.

The Signature plank comes only from the  
Black Forest. Decades of maturing slow 
growth produces special trees of historical 
dimension and magnificence in stature. 
These are individually selected and felled 
with care and precision to produce the  
finest engineered wood flooring.

Rainleaf  
signature
plank



The signature tree
Working with the finest trees and 
subsequently the finest logs means 
selection of our raw material is critical.

Our trees are individually chosen from 
the finest specimens in the forest. Trees, 
majestic in stature and beautifully straight 
harbour all the qualities of strength and 
denseness of grain that are synonymous 
with our signature engineered floors.

This Douglas log 
from the Black 
Forest reached  
65 mts in height



We finish each plank on our carpenters’ 
benches, some as old as our logs. It takes 
every one of the senses, all working in 
unison to produce the finished plank.

Special colour treatments enhance the 
unique face structures we handwork into 
every plank. Every process from start to 
finish is carried out by the same team of  
true artisans. 

Dedicated in the ruthless pursuit of 
plank and parquet perfection
The signature plank is a partnership 
between technology and design, craft 
and tradition. Manufactured on the edge 
of The Black Forest the logs arrive at the 
factory; a third generation family run team. 
Using nothing but experience and guile, 
logs for production are selected by project 
requirement.

Lamellas are cut from the log, graded by 
human eye and dried to a precise tolerance. 
We precision machine balancing veneers 
and stability core spruce and cold press 
each and every engineered plank and 
parquet stave. Our profiling and sanding 
preparation can be measured to a tenth of  
a millimetre.



Technical
details

Exceptional stability
Engineering plank flooring to extreme 
dimensions takes a level of understanding 
wood that few possess. Every plank is
perfectly balanced to the individual project 
requirement. The size of the stability core 
and balancing veneer is dictated solely by 
the dimensions of the top layer. 

This balancing process produces a plank 
of exceptional stability, particularly over 
underfloor heat sources. It allows us to
achieve dimensional sizing beyond 
comprehension.
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Top wear layer: 4 / 6 / 8 / 10mm 

Stability core: 12 / 14 / 16mm

Balancing veneer: 3 / 4 / 6 / 8 / 10mm

Oak:  Custom widths to 900mm: lengths of 3mts / 2.5 – 5.5mts / custom to 17mts
Douglas:  Custom widths to 700mm: lengths of 3mts / 2.5 – 5.5mts / custom to 17mts
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Character
grading

A wealth of experience
Modern industrial manufacturing requires 
the grading of timber to be done at speed 
with laser technology mapping the timber 
surfaces. We grade by sight, by touch and 
from a wealth of experience.

Our standard flat sawn cutting produces 
beautiful crown grain patterning. We also 
offer rift and quarter sawn options where 
medullary rays are the predominant feature 
of the grain.

Harmonie triple plus
Even grain structure/colour tone, virtually 
knot and blemish free, no cracks-splits-shakes, 
crown and straight grain patterning.

Harmonie plus
Few to zero knots/natural blemishes, varying 
to even colour tone, no cracks-splits-shakes, 
crown and straight grain patterning.

Harmonie
Decorative knots small in size, varying colour 
tone, limited small cracks-splits-shakes, minor 
filling, crown and straight grain patterning.

Decorative plus
Decorative knots medium to small in size 
some open and filled, varying colour tone and 
grain pattern, hand filled cracks-splits-shakes.

Decorative
Large knots some open and filled, large 
cracks-splits-shakes to 10 mm hand filled and
shaped, varying colour tone and grain pattern.



From a base portfolio of close to 150 
colours, each and every floor is coloured  
on a project specific basis.

We personalise every project floor. Using 
our unique colour recipes we can develop 
totally bespoke finishes. We colour by hand, 
painstakingly working the ingredients deep 
into the surface and pores of the wood. 

Every plank is allowed to air dry after 
intense buffing. Completion of the finished 
plank is with clear coats of protective hard 
wax oil, buffed to the required sheen level. 

Natural Pigments:
A colour pallet of pastel and neutral tones 
allowing the underflow of the wood’s  
natural beauty to remain prominent. Light 
smoking and chalk/lime touches.

Reactive colouring:
A range of striking inventive colours that 
fuse with the natural tannin (the tree’s 
natural preservative) in the wood. Block 
colours and contrasting tones, bleaching,  
lye finished.

Core fuming:
An intense process where the base colour 
of the wood is changed through its entire 
structure. The starting point for many rich 
and deep colours as well as our metallic 
finishes.

Colour Face
structure

Our face structures define the tone and 
expression of each plank and parquet  
floor we produce. Colour is enhanced by 
the appearance of time worn treatments 
and techniques applied to the surface of 
each plank.

All surface structures are bench worked 
by hand. Created by sculpting the natural 
features that each plank present to us. 
Cracks, splits and shakes are all hand 
shaped, sump filled and stain bled for 
authenticity.

Sanded:
Surface sanded to a finish of 100 grit.
Brushing:
The removal of the softer summer growth 
of the wood leaving a stunning, striking 
grain pattern.
Hand shaved/scraped:
A traditional treament of hand scraping  
the surface shaving off material to give  
a time worn appearance.
Fossil Cut:
The appearance of pit saw marks on the 
face at 90 degrees to the plank’s length. 
Softened or exaggerated by brushing.
Shrunk face:
Hand sculpted treatment painstakingly 
applied to every natural feature in the 
plank. Appearance of a truly time  
worn floor.



Plank and 
parquet 
formats
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Parquet formatsSignature plank formats
Our signature plank portfolio is offered in  
three standard length combinations. Widths 
are per project specification up to 900 
mm. Lengths are dictated by the grade of 
material required and we core fume only to 
11,000 mm long.

We specialise in offering wall to wall end 
solutions. Design clients can specify plank 
lengths with zero header joints.
Random lengths to 3,000 mm
Random lengths 2,500 mm to 5,500 mm
Custom lengths to 17,000 mm

Every face structure and colour we offer 
in our plank portfolio is available for any 
geometric parquet design.

Standard variants such as Herringbone, 
Chevron and Versailles are available in any 
size format.

Herringbone Chevron

Versailles
parquet

Mansion weave
parquet

Rainleaf
colour
portfolio

Specialist colours 
with unique 
pigments and 
bench worked 
face structures.
A hand crafted 
collection.



Oak Raw Ash



American Black Walnut Douglas 036 Oil



Douglas 034 Soap Douglas 086 Soap



Douglas 121 Oil Douglas 112 Oil



Grey Raven Maxwells Hammer



Mirror Ball Still water



Camero Babylon



Black Cotton Pretty Persuasion



Grey Ghost Neon Bible



Dark Spirit Sleep Flower



Even Flow Penny Royal Tea



Paris Papillon



Arlandria Lonesome Swan



Uberlin Night Swimming



Latchmere Harbor Coat



Lotus Near Wild Heaven



Mother Popcorn
Projects

Kensington, London
Night Swimming



FSC and PEFC, two important standards 
when considering wood flooring.

The Forest Stewardship Council, an 
international organisation for promoting 
forest management, for the tracing and 
labelling of wood products from FSC 
certified forest.

The Programme of the Endorsement 
of Forest Certification Schemes is an 
international umbrella scheme that 
incorporates different national forest 
schemes.

Rainleaf is able to offer full Chain of 
Custody certification for all our Black 
Forest oaks and firs from the forest 
through to the completed installation.

Hackney, London
Custom colour

Higham, Suffolk
Grey Raven



FSC® and PEFC, two important standards 
when considering wood flooring.

The Forest Stewardship Council®, an 
international organisation for promoting 
forest management, for the tracing and 
labelling of wood products from FSC 
certified forest.

The Programme of the Endorsement 
of Forest Certification Schemes is an 
international umbrella scheme that 
incorporates different national forest 
schemes.

Rainleaf is able to offer Chain of Custody 
certification for all our Black Forest oaks 
and firs from the forest through to the 
completed installation.

FSC
certified

Please contact us
for details of our
FSC® certified

products

The mark of 
responsible forestry

FSC® C007915



Website: www.rainleaf.com
Email: info@rainleaf.com


